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What is accounting research?
Our aim is to understand (explain, predict, describe)
 How market participants (like managers auditors, investors,
lenders, etc.,) use and respond to accounting information
 How accounting is used in contracting
 How accounting & auditing regulations, or changes in
existing regulations, influence financial reporting and the
use of accounting information
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In the wake of financial scandals,
people look for a scapegoat

But as educators we know that
The majority of our graduates entering the profession:
 Are well-educated
 Are motivated
 Score high on ethical and moral reasoning tests
 Perform well on the CPA exams
 Etc, etc, etc,

So, why do “bad audits” occur despite best efforts?
And, does a firm's failure necessarily indicate there was
a "bad audit”?

These questions drive my research agenda
Financial markets and economic events are by nature filled
with uncertainty:
 Investors have incomplete information about the true state
of the company’s financial performance and firm value
 They rely on auditors to help reduce uncertainty
 But auditors cannot observe and test all transactions
 Auditors must estimate the true state of the company
based on a small sample of data
 Regulators do not know if the pros of a given regulation
will outweigh its potential costs
When individuals make judgments under uncertainty they
fall prey to 100+ cognitive biases

I examine
How do biases and heuristics affect the cognitive processing
of accounting information?
 What aspects of the audit task and audit environment taint
auditor’s judgment and decision making (leading to biased
thinking)?
 How can existing or proposed changes to regulations
impact the performance of audits or use of audit reports?
 What factors can influence jurors’ evaluation of the
performance of an audit?

1. Are auditors likely to over-rely on
confident managers?
 People tend to think of confidence as an asset
“What I look for is confidence” Paul Orzeske, GM,
Honeywell
 But research finds management (over)confidence
leads to negative outcomes:
 Optimistic bias – missed forecasts
 Fraudulent and aggressive reporting
 Reductions in shareholder wealth

Are auditors likely to over-rely on
confident managers?
Auditors can fall prey to Ironic Processing Effects
 Based on audit guidance, auditors should discount or ignore
managers who express confidence
 But IP theory predicts that trying to monitor or ignore
information can make it more salient in decisions
 The more auditors work to discount confidence, the more
accessible it is in memory, and therefore influential
 For high risk clients, auditors will try harder to ignore
management confidence, resulting in a rebound effect where
confidence leads to stronger reliance on managers

Results: Ironic processing in auditors
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2: Can a complex communication style in specialist
reports impact the audit of estimates?
Technical terms/jargon in specialist’s
reports difficult to understand

•

.

Auditors overlook issues raised
in the specialist’s report

Auditors allocate insufficient effort to
areas susceptible to manipulation

Auditors

Specialists

Does communication complexity impact audits of estimates?
High Presentation Complexity

Low Presentation Complexity

Client as follows: valued the
account using an Income Approach
called the Royalty Relief Method.
The model is determined

Client valued the account using an
Income Approach called the Royalty
Relief Method. The Income
Approach is a way of determining
the value of a business..[explained
within the specialist’s report]

Income Approach explained in a
Business Glossary [Presented at
end of the specialist’s report]

There are 6 assumptions in the
Royalty Relief Method used to
derive the fair value estimate: 1)
projected revenues, 2) tax rate, 3)
tax amortization benefit, 4) royalty
rate, 5) long-term growth rate, and
6) discount rate.

Can perspective taking improve audits of estimates?
Control Group:
Auditor Perspective

Treatment Group:
Specialist’s Perspective

As an in-charge auditor, list
3 key factors that would affect
which classification level your
client should use to account
for their financial securities?

Taking the perspective of an
in-house valuation specialist,
list 3 key factors that would affect
which classification level your
client should use to account for
their financial securities?

As an in-charge auditor,
write the conclusion
paragraph for the report to
the audit file.

As an in-house valuation
specialist, write the conclusion
paragraph of the valuation
specialist’s report to the audit file

Results: Perspective taking can improve audits of estimates

• More follow-up on the issues
flagged by the specialists
• More integration of key evidence
provided by the specialist
• More questioning of
management bias in estimates
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 Auditors understand both low
and high complexity reports BUT
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3. Will expanding the auditor’s report
improve risk disclosures or undermine
Audit Committees?
Proponents

Opposition

• Auditor discussion of Critical
Audit Matters (CAMs) will
increase the information
available to investors so
they can evaluate risk
• The more detailed the
auditor’s report, the more
beneficial it will be to
investors.

• Expanding the auditor’s
reporting model would
supplant the AC’s
responsibility for investor
protection
• Auditors disclosure will not
impact managers’ voluntary
disclosures

Will expanding the auditor’s report
improve risk disclosures?

Audit Committees

Strong AC:
 All of the members are
financial experts
 AC is actively involved in key
accounting issues, asks a lot of
questions
Weak AC:
 Only one member is a financial
expert
 AC is somewhat involved;
doesn’t ask many questions

Auditor CAM Reporting

No CAM
 Auditors decided it is not necessary
discuss of the warranty exposure
Less Informative CAM
 The warranty estimate is based on
several subjective assumptions that
are high in uncertainty
More Informative CAM
 Recorded warranty liability is at the
lower end of the estimate range.
The warranty estimate is based on
several subjective assumptions that
are high in uncertainty

Results: Expanding the auditor’s report improves
risk disclosures
Management Disclosure

Risk Disclosure Level

• More informative
CAMs, led managers to
increase their own
disclosures about the
risk in the estimate only
for strong ACs
• (Less informative) Boiler
plate CAM disclosures
had no impact on
manager’s F/R choices

Strong AC
Weak AC
No CAM

Less Inf CAM More Inf
CAM
Auditor Reporting Choice

Auditors’ legal costs escalate

4. Juror evaluation of auditor negligence
Can following explicit directives from regulators unintentionally
exacerbate auditors’ litigation risk?
• Numerosity heuristic processing: people focus more on the number
of units than the scale or size of the units because it is cognitively
easier to process absolute numbers than relationships between
numbers
• Greater odds perceived when:
36,500 people die from
100 people die from
cancer every year
cancer every day
OR
versus
OR
8 out of 16 chance of
5 out of 9 chance of
winning (50%)
winning (55.56%)
Will numerosity heuristic processing drive juror thinking about
audit liability?

Results: Juror numerosity heuristic processing
 Jurors think in line with the numerosity heuristic – they
recommended drawing from the 10 winning numbers in 1,000
lottery over the 1 out of 100 winning numbers lottery
 Jurors judge the risk of misstatement to be higher when the client’s
inventory is stored at multiple locations versus at a single location
even though controls and policies are equivalent across locations.
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Results: Juror assessment of auditor liability
 Even though auditors tested the same proportion of the dollar
amount of inventory, jurors were more likely to find auditors guilty
when they relied on the Internal Audit Dept. in multi-location audits
than single location audits

Thank you!
Questions?

